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IHE FIRSI TOTAT HOIOGRAPHIC SERVICES tAB
We ore now offering the finest professionol euroPeon services
in hologrophy. Our -toy of hoiogrgphig production focilities is

ot present unmotched in the world.

"t'f.t*fu Roinbow stereogroms (up to Ll0 m x 1.10 m),
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groms (up to l5 cm x 15 cm)
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I22-24, rue des Oseroies   93100 Montreui l  A Fronce A Tel , :  (33) I  48 70 00 99
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LLERY
Wholesale Distribution, featuring factory direct prices for a complete

range of embossed, dichromate, multiplex, film, and glass
hologiams, as urrell as many more fast-selling optical novelties.

V
Hologram Art Gallery & Gift Shop

V
Manufacturing of Holograms & related products.

Y
Custom-made Holograms in al l  sizes & formats.

Y
Since 1979, fast, quality service uorld-wide.

V
Holos Gallery is ideally situated to fi l l  ALL your hologram needs! Please contact

us today for a comprehensive catalog and ordering information.

HOL

Holos Gallery 1792 Haight Street,
Dept.Hl-3 ,San Francisco,CA 94117, USA

Phone (415) 861-0234
Telex 9103804370 HOLOS GALLERY

UK OPTICAL SUPPLIES
just about everything you will need for holography

o Spatial Filters
o Collimating Mirrors
o Magnetic Bases
oFlexible expandable'Mod-X' system
o Beam Splitters

including a unique very high-power multi-wavelength version .....

UKQS specialise in customised holographic equipment and manufacturing for the home
and international market.
With over 15 years experience we offer a consultancy service in design and equiping
of holographic laboratories including DCG holography.

Contact: Ralph Cullen, UK Optical Supplies
84 Wimborne Road West, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 2DP, England
Telephone: (0202) 886831 Telex: 418253 PROTLX G Fax: (02021742236



EDITORIAL
HOLOGRAPHIC S. INTERNATIONAL

Welcome to our second issue of
Holographics International. I
hope you will enjoy reading the
fruits of our labour. I must admit
to having been somewhat ap
prehensive about this issue. For
number one I had. what seems
now, an incredibly long time to
collect information and prepare
copy. More imporuntly, the good
reaction I got from holographers
was based on comparison with
other holographic publications,
rather than on any absolute terms.
Novelty can be a positive factor.
With issue number two, not only
does the novelty value disappea.r,
but a new standard is set up, that
of the first issue.

It was, therefore, with some
rrryilation that I realisod thd wifr
issue two I must not just equal hil
better issue one! Having worked
flat out on the last issue, you can
imagrre ftat dtis wottld be no easy
task. But I needn't have worried.
TIte staffand independent authors
provided me with copy which I
feel makes this issue much more
'meaty' ttran the frst. I tlnnk
them all for their work: Bruce
Goldberg, David Pizzanelli, An-
drew Ward, Pippa Salnon and
Kamala Sen, Kaveh Bazargan and
especially Sue Cowles.

On a more serious note, I have
been heartened by the reactions I
have had to my ditorial in the last
issue. Peo,ple seemed to feel, as
I did. that a morc business-like at-
titude was necessary in
holography, and ttnt holograph€rs
should be discouraged from bid-
ding for jobs which they know
they can't handle, or quoting
lower prices than they acnully in-
tend to charge. As I undentasl it,
some plans are afoot to set up
some sort of international
holographic body. I hope that,
wlrcn set up, ftis organization will
address itself to these issues.

Another question which I
discussed in last issue's editorial
was that of reviews and
reviewen. I wrote about the dif-
ficulty there is in trying to find

people who are qualified to state
tlrciropinions about holography as
art, but who do not have too mrch
of a stake in the art holography
business tlpmselves. Or this issue
I have had mixed reactions. One
person said that only full-time ar-
tistic holographers are really
qualified to jdge anoiher's work.

I am doubtful about ilris. As I
urdentarl it, sone of the best art
critics are not artists ard some of
the best theatre critics not aclors
or directors. My view is that ar-
tists m6, have specffic ideas of
their own abouthow hologmphic
art should be, for if they didnt
have srch ideasthey wuldnotbe

able to punue their own work.
Every artist has tlpir own style
which, one as$rmes, they must
like or else tlpy wuldn't corfinw
to use it. A reviewer. on tlp other
hard should come to an exhibition
with an open mind about whaf a
gd afi hologram should look
like; although they should have
enough artisic background to
recogrise a good piece when tlry
see it, ard to know why it is good.

Bruce Goldberg has, I believe,
ttre right qualifications for this
job. Though he does still make
hologranrs, he does nc earn a liv-
ing as a holographer and so is not
in competition with those whom
he reviews. He also has tlte right
sort of artistic background to
make informed comnents on
work he is assessing. This is not
to say that we should s€t him, or
anyone else for that matter, up as
an authority on art holography.
He offers an honest, infonned,
opinion. That is all.

If you disagree, why not send
me a lettertelling me how wrong
I am. I would be delight€d to priil
it as I have been rather disap
pointed with tlre lack of letten
zubmired for prblication. Pedtap,s
HI is nd confiovenial enough. In
any case, please do send us leten
on issues which we have covered
(or failed to cover!) ad mark
them 'for publication'. The more
leuers I receive, the smaller the
editorial rantings will become...
there's an incentive for you.

lllrl., plcoselrnp sending us itr
formation about y<ltt or ytxtr oom-
pany and what you'rc up to. Rele-
vant colour slides or black and
white prints are also appreciated.

Ifyou feel that our coverage of
your part of the world is not as
strong as it might be, please write
and tell me so. If I can (i.e. travel
hdget penni[ind I will conp ou
to visit and find out what's going
on. If not, tlrcn your lefier will
make rne nrore aware of yan area
in funrre and I'll know who to get
in touch with for the lalest news.

For those of you who have
received Holographics Interna-
tional for the first time, let me
welcorrc you to tlrc magazine and
point you towards the back page
wherc our subscripion daails
lurk. At fl2 or US$20, we think
we're quite good value.

Sunny Bains

tt...the more letters I receive, the
smaller the editorial rantings will
become... therets an incentiye for

you!tt

Bruce GoAberg's favorite at the Kaufnwn show-'Due Donne'.
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(Experimental Display Studio)

Full colour logos to exact company specification including
pastels and 'difficult' hues . Any combination achieved
for the first time ever.

'Black & white' reflection holograms with increased 'depth'

using the '15o tilt'.

Mastering and He-Ne submastering for 'out of house' mass
film runs. Ruby 'resonance' also provided.

In house copy runs on glass plate only (I7 " x lTVz"
and 8" x 10").

Current works:
Limited Editions of 'Lippman colour renditions'

4" x 5" '3 drums'-pastels, white and primaries f720,
25 in complete edition.

4" x 5" 'Salsa Es!'-Primaries plus white, magenta,
turquoise, yellow only. Edition of 25, f620 each.

8" x 10'-Gabriel's Palette (study in difficult pastels).
15 different colours. Edition of 19, f980 each, on
'vellum' or white background.

50's 'American Dream' series
8" x 10', monochrome on film or plate.

Studio 8, 1 Ranelagh Gardens, London SW6 3PA, England. Telephone (01) 731 8578



NEWS

PRIME MII\ISTER GETSDIRECTORY
DELAYED

A WHITE TIGER
The Dutch Prime Minister, Ruud
Lubbers, was presented with a
rcflection hologram on November
l6th, 1987. The hologram was
made by Whirc Tiger Holograms
of Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
its second Dutch Government
production.

Mr H Albers, Managing Direc-
tor of Publinet BV, presented the
hologram to celebrate ttrc opening
of the world's fint computer run
business to business databank.
This allows businesses in The

Netherlands to identify alternative
supplien of products or services
and carry out transactions with
them through a nationwide com-
puter network.

The Advertising Agency,
Noordervliet and Winn-
inghoff/Leo Burnett, felt' ttrat
holography, with its upto{ate
look, reflected ideally the image
they wanted to create forthe new
publinet service. To make the
holograrns, they chose White
Tiger, one ofEurope's few total-

ly independent holographic
design, consultant and production
coordination agencies. It put
together a Dutch/American teant
who hand+rafted an aluminium
model which was mastered and
turned into a limited set of 15
dichromates for Prime Minister
Lubbers and other Government
and business dignatories. The
holograms were 7x5 inch
dichromates s€t in a fine, jer-black
passepartout and frame.

The Hobgraphy Directory, to be
published by the Museum of
Holography in New York, did not
come out in November as plann-
ed. At time of writing, a new
publication date had not been set.

Staff at the museum say this
delay is due o trc fall oftlre dollar
which made printing prices in Bri-
tain, wher€ the directories were
due to be printed, rise dranatical-
ly in comparison with prices with
the United States.

A new American printer has
been chosen, however, at time of
writing, the copy had not been
finalized.

CREATIYE COLOURING
Mike Medora has taken pseudo-
colour holography to a new level
by using a planar technique for
primary colour mixing.

His technique, though not new
in itself, involves using a screen
as an object, rather than three-
dimensional objects. By varying
light intensity he can produce any
colour or combination ofcolours,
including subtle pastels, with on-
ly three exposures. Examples of

his work are shown above and on
the front cover.

The system does have its
drawbacks, Although the colours
are very bright, the three colours
which mix to give the intended
colour are actually in three dif'
ferent planes. This can be com-
pensated for, although there are
many inscances where this would
not be necessary.

Medora feels that the planar

colour technique will be more ac-
cessible to conventional artists,
agd especially painters, than any
other holographic technique yet
devised. Perhaps for the first time,
painters will be able to create
bright multicoloured graphics or
logos in three dimensions.

Mike Medora has been working
as a holographer in London since
1982. To start with he worked at
Third Dimension where in 1983

he took over as the main
holographer. He subsequently
moved to See 3 (Holograms), and
later worked for Richmond
Holographics until mid-1987.

Now he has set up in business
for himself and has a studio in
south london. He looks forward
to working with the pseudo+olour
technique as well as continuing
with conventional holography.
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Contoct: Rob Kershow

ILFORD PHOTO Compony,l4-22Tottenhom Streef London WlP OAH, Englond

Telephone: 0l-636 7890



NEWS

LAOPENSITSEYES
Mayor Thomas Bradley of l,os
Angeles opened the city's new
museum of holography on
December 9th. 1987. Known as
Holo graphic Visbns, the museum
is financed by a group of com-
panies and individuals invol-
ved in holography, including
Advanced Dimensional Displays
(ADD) and Holos Gallery.

Holographic Zisiors features
over fifty exhibits, and has been
designed to educate the general
public about both artistic and
scientific holography. In addition
to the permanent display, tem-
porary exhibits and commercial
pieces on loan from corporations
such as General Electric and
Toyoa will be shown. A selection
of pieces ranging in price from
$20 to $20 000 is available for
sale. and showcases filled with

holographic novelties will also be
displayed in the museum's gift
shop.

The opening cercmonies inclu-
ded the unveiling of a hologram
of Mayor Bradley, made in the
Mayor's office by ADD. On
December l0th the museum held
its opening celebration for the
general public, which featured
'music, prizes and free
admission'.

The five parhen in tlre museum
are ADD, Holos Gallery,
Technifex, Jerry heston and
Devin Borne. Chris Ounrater of
ADD is chairman, and Jerry
Preston is president of the
company.

The museum is at 300 South
Grand Avenue in the California
Plaza, Los Angeles. Telephone
(+l)  213 687 717r.

AH POST.CRASH BOOM
Applied Holographics plc of
Britain, a company known for its
mass production of holograms,
has held a fully-subscribed rights
issue of new ordinary shares
which has raised approximately
f8 235 000 to fund an expansion
of its activities.

The projects which the com-
pany expects to untertake over the
next two yean, financed by the
rights issue, include the establish-
ment of a new marketing group
and the expansion of the sales
force both in Britain and other
countries, the development of a
new multi-channel holographic
reproduction system for specialis-
ed hologram production, the fur-
ther improvement of the viewing
efficiency of reflection and
transmission holograms, the
extension of the manufactured
range of foils produced by the
company's subsidiary Transfer-
All Purpose Foils Ltd, and the
achievement ofgreater outputs at
lower operating costs from the
embossed hologram manufact-
uring process.

The company regards itself as
a leader in the freld of mass pro-
duction ofholograms, but believes
that in order to maintain its pos-
ition it must ensure that it has not

only the latest technical skills and
equipment, but also an active
marketing force. For this reason,
the Board formulated this two-
year development plan.

Applied Holographics anti-
cipates forming joint ventures
with other companies in order to
minimise costs and increase
market penetration. The company
says it has already been approach-
ed by a number of foreign firms
wishing to establish distributor-
ship, agency or joint venture
agreements.

Much expansion has already
taken place. Applied Holo-
graphics Embossed Ltd is now
able to offer a complete emboss-
ed hologram service at their new
factory at Washington, Tyne and
Wear, in the north of England.
Applied Holographics has also
improved and increased its master
hologram origination studios at
Braxted Park in Essex. It has con-
tinued the development of its
hologram production bureau at
Braxted Park, and a larger bureau
is currently being built at
Washington, which will become
the company's main production
facility. Both the bureaux include
new finishing processes and
equipment.

THE FRENCH.THAI
CONI\ECTION

This rainbow stereogram was
given as a birthday present to the
King of Thailand by the French
government at the end of
December last year. It shows a
specially sculpted bust of the
King.

Hugues Souparis of Hologram
Industries of Paris was present at
the ceremony in Thailand when
the hologram, which was made by
his company, was presented to
King Rama IX. The French had
decided to offer a holographic gift
for the monarch's sixtieth birth-
day because of his interest in
photography.

Hologram Industries has also
produced embossed holograms of
an 8th century, life size 'Head of
Buddha', which was given by the
National Museum of Bangkok to
the Guimet Museum in Paris.

Winter 1988 Holographics International 9



FOR SAMPLES & QUOTATIONS. CONTACT:
sEE 3 (HOLOGRAMS) LTD

4 MACAULAY ROAD, LONDON SW4 OQX
TEL: 01-622 7729 TELEX: 8951182 GECOMS G

Make your o*" DCGS with HgNg!
(Dichromate is replaced by much less toxic substances which
photopolymerise in the geletin under red light.l

The material can be supplied as a gel in a syringe. After warming
to 4O degrees it can be coated onto glass substrates by dipping
or bar coating.

Only water and acetone or iso-propyl alcohol are needed to
develop the image.

Eramples
A freshly preparbd 1.5 inch diameter pendant size coating needs
around two minutes exposure to a SmW HeNe laser.

A fancy wine glass can be made by dip-coating the outside with
photopolymer bnd exposing a securely placed obiect inside for
several minuteS with HeNe light.

Formulation and Replay Golour
JB/R2 = Yellow/Green
JB/RI = Red/Orange, narrow band, needs 4O% more exposure than
with JBR2.

Price = f7 for syringe containing 47ml ol gel (enough for about
4O 5 x 4 inch plates carefully bar coated).
Coat ing bar (extension spr ing) f1 extra.

Postage within EEC is included.
For USA etc,  an extra f l .5O is required.

Contact:
Jeff Blyth at BRIGHTON IMAGECRAFT, 7 BATH STREET,

BRIGHTON BN1 3TB (UK)
Tel :  (02731 202069

HIGH OUALITY HOLOGRAMS
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

We specialise in high quality mass production of film holograms.

Range of stock film holograms, off the shelf 2t/2" x2t/2" to 12" xl6" .

Custom holograms to your requirements:
- on film or glass plates
- several colour options available
- quantities not a problem, from one to several thousand copies happily

considered
- fast turnaround possible, for "rush-jobs"
- Holograms to advertise and promote your products.

LAZA HOLOGRAMS
Quality Holographic Products

47. ALPINE STREET: READING: BERKSHIRE: RGI 2PY
TEL: CHRIS LAMBERT ON READING (0734) 3917311589026



THE SILK ROAD
FOLLOWING

NEWS

holograms.
A diplomatic crisis in Iran and

Chinese bureaucracy meant that
Mr Ang was only able to expose
one fifth of the fitn that he had
intended to. All dre holograms he
did take were made in the USSR.
a country which is already known
for making holograms of artifacts.
The director ofthe Bukhara State
Historicd fuchitecture Museum,
Robert Alimeyev, obtained per-
mission for Mr Ang to make
holograms, and he was able to
take twenty. Though they are not
particularly bright, the fact that
they were made on a rig which
had travelled thousands of miles
in the back of a Land Rover
makes them remarkable.

The exhibition of photographs
and holograms will beopen from-
January 27th until April l0th. The
Zamarn Gallery is located at I
Cromwell Gardens. London
SW7, Britain.

One of Tom Ang's photographs which will be shown at the Tarwna Gallery.

TUCKY
FETIX

Felix, the newspaper of Imperial
College Student Union in Britain,
has become probably ttre fint stu-
dent newspaper to carry a
hologram on its front cover. The
embossed 2-Dl3-D holograms of
a cat, the papr's symbol, were in-
tegrated into the cover of the
special Christmas issue.

Four thousand copies of the
magazine were distributed free to
students and staff. The holograms,
supplied by Global Images of the
United States, were very popular
and copies of the special issue
were snapped up in record time.

Judith Hackney, the editor of
Felix, expressed her gratitude to
Walter Clarke of Global Images
for his help with the project.

MICRO-CONTROIB
N BRITAIN

Micro-Controle SA of France is
now offering its products direct to
holographen in Britain through its
new subsidiary Micro-Controle
(uK) Ltd.

These include manual and
motorised positioners, positioning
controllers, opical bench support
equipment, and optical com-
ponents and instruments.

A catalgue available from
Micro-Controle at 4320 First
Avenue, Newbury Business Park,
London Road, Newbury,
Berkshire, RGl3 2PZ, Engtand.
Tel: (+zt4) M35 521757.

INSTITT]TE
ERROR

In an article on page eight ofthe
last issue of Holographics Inter-
national, we incorrectly gave the
new address of the Holography
Institute. The conect street ad-
dress is, in fact, 243 Wilson
Street, Petaluma, California,
USA, and not 423 Wilson Street
as staled.

However, correspondence
should not be sent to this address,
but to PO Box 446, Petaluma, CA
94953,

An exhibition of holograms and
photographs taken while tracing
Marco Polo's footsteps, in an
overlandjourney from Europe to
China via the Soviet Union, is to
be shown attheZanana Gallery
in lnndon. The expedition aim-
ed, among other things, to study
the lifestyles of those who live
along the 'Silk Road' today.

Tom Ang, a commercial
photographer and photographic
journalist, took a Holofax
holographic camera with him to
China in the back bf his Land
Rover. He also took along suffi-
cient filn and chemicals to make
100 holograms. The plan was to
travel to China stopping at
museums and other siles of ar-
cheological interest making
holograms of artifacs on the way.
The camera ran offthe car battery
and was electronically controlled,
designed to make simple single
beam reflection (Denisyuk) Faint-btu wouldn't you be?

Winter 1988 Holographics International ll



TLFORD

DISTRIBUTORS FOR AGFA-GEVAERT,  EASTMAN KODAK AND ILFORD

HOLOGRAPHIC FILMS.  PLATES AND CHEMICALS

AUTOMATIC FILM AND PLATE PROCESSORS

INSTANT PROCESSING OF PERMANENT HOLOGRAMS USING STANDARD FILMS,  PLATES AND CHEMICALS

AUTOMATIC FILM

DUPLICATION OF REFLECTION AND TBANSMISSION

TRANSPONTS

HOLOGRAMS ON FILMS UP TO 1O INCHES WIDE

Call  or wri te for" catalog and pnice l ist .  We welcome the

opportunity to discuss modif icat ions of oun standard systems

as we l l  as  cus tom equ ipment  fo r  spec ia l  app l i ca t ions .

KEYSTONE
P.O.  BOX 22

SGIENTIFIG CO.
THORNDALE,  PA USA , I  9372PHONE t2 '1  5 )  259-2709



NEWS

Greaing thc gncsts at thc new Light Fannsic mtrance.

FNTASTIC
OPENING

Light Fantastic of Britain have just
frnished revamping their gallery
at the Trocadero in London in
order to make it more attractive
to tourists.

The exhibition closed down in
November and re<penedjust one
week later. The f200 ffiO tlrcy in-
vested in the refit was sp€nt on a
new entrance to the gallery,
designd in the form of a mirrorod
tunnel, with interactive lighting to
produce optical illusions. The
main exhibition is now smaller
ard includes more opical illusions
and laser effects. The selling
gallery has now been extpnded to
include meny more medium for-
mat holograms than it had. The

shop has also been refitted.
The new exhibition is entitled

Corc Touch Tomonow afr k ex-
pected to attract, more than
800 m0 visitors per year. If this
expectation turns out to be
justified, Light Fantastic will have
more than doubled their volume
of customers since'lasi year.

Light Fantastic have exhibited
in tlp Trocadero sfurce 1985 when
they exhibited a collection of
holograms of Soviet treasures.
The Trccadero is a small 'galleria'

type shopping and tourist centre
just offPiccadilly Circus which is
the heart of l,ondon's most pro-
fitable tourist area.

Winler 1988 HolographicE Internaional 13



EDUCATION

THE
NEW YORK EXPERIENCE

by Susan Cowles

In the United States, over the past few years, the State Education Department (SED) in
New York has been sponsoring a project called "Holography in the classroom". This was
initiated by Scott Lloyd who is currently Director of Educational Services at the Museum
of Holography in New York City. It has been through his efiorts and the financial and moral
support of Robert Reals, the administrative director of the SED, that holography has slow-
ly begun to become part of the education of the young people in selected high schools
throughout New York State.

During the summer of 1987, I had the oppor-
tunity of working for the State University of
New York (SUNY) jn Buffalo whilst being
employed by the SED. At SUNY I worked as
a lecturer and workshop director in holography
for a period of six weeks stretching from July
through to late August. Following on from that,
I conducted additional workshops in creative
holography, again over a period of six weeks;
yet this time the workshops were carried out
as part of an "Artist-in-Residency" programme
run by the SED.

The first creative holography workshop at
SUNY was part of a summer "Media" Arts
Programme which was directed by Dr Gerald
O'Grady who was the creator of Media Studies
at Buffalo. The summer programme is part of
his intentions to make creative 'Media' arts ac-
cessaible to young people of school age.

This year was the first time that he decided
to include holography with full-time tuition in-
to the Media programme. Generally speaking,
holography is not widely established within an
educational/fine-arts context, therefore the sum-
mer workshop, in its own way, set a precedent
in this field.

This programme proved to be, in the words
of O'Grady, an "immersion experience"' This
was not only true for the students, but also for
the faculty members. Dr O'Grady structures
his faculty by employing practising artists who
are specialists in their fields. In addition to
holography, the other workshops were in film,
video, creative sound and photography.

Through an intensive work schedule, a pro-
vocative, creative work atrnosphere was
generated. Workshops in their specialist fields
were scheduled between 9:30am and 5pm,
Monday to Friday. In addition to that, art
history talks were held every morning before
the workshops began. Evening and week-end

lectures were held involving wenty visiting ar-
tists who discussed new technologies, new in-
ternational devlopments and minorities;
needless to say holography was represented
here.

As a faculty member I was given total
freedom to structure the holography course as
I wanted it, but first I had to sort out the prac-
ticalities of how to make holograms. When I
anived at the University I discovered that there

was very little in the way of equipment
available. To start with I had a 5mW laser. a
couple of front silvered minon, a plate holder
and assorted chemicals. At this point there was
no isolation table therefore I had to build one.

A suitable venue for the holography studio
was found in an unused photography lab. Dur-
ing the first week or so of the programme, with
the support of the equipment staffwe gathered
cinder blocks, bricks, carpet, board and steel
plate from ttre university maintenance depart-
ment which enabled us to construct an 8x4 inch
steel top table.

Whilst materials were being acquired for the
table I was busy gathering the other resources
we needed; this involved borrowing optics from
the Physics department, and gbtting the
holographic film and chemistry. There was a
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EDUCATION

h of entusiasm and support, not just from
riftin the programme but also from other peo-

S outside the summer school. This made it
po*sible to have a workable studio and table
cmrplete by the middle of the second week of
lhe course.

I feltthat I had been given a $eat opportunity
o prt into practise my ideas and thoughts about
thc teaching ofcreative holography . As an ar-
tist/teacher I wanted the workshop to be a
c-'r€ative environment where the student could
bam to explore and develop the aesthetics of
blography. In my opinion this should not on-
ly include the practice and contemplation of a
holographic image, but it should also include
6e teaching of a practical scientific method.
One should feed the other in a true holistic
sense.

This was the central theme of the workshop
which I consequently developed during the six
week period. I wanted the students to find new
ways of thinking about and manipulating the
holographic image. I felt that holography could
all too easily be used purely as a recording
medium, ie to show something in 3-D. My aim
was to encourage the student to try to reach
beyond the initial "novelty" of seeing a
holographic image. In retrospect I think I pro-
bably managed to achieve this.

I certainly had no objections to the students
making holograms of ready-made objects,
although I felt that they had to have a reason
for wanting to use them. Otherwise, they would
not be using their creative abilities to the fullest
extent.

On the whole I found this philosophy did not
fail. On the contrary, I found that on the whole
the children responded very well to imaginative
holographic images. They were full of curiosity
about what they were and how they were made.
There imaginations became instantly fired - for
them it was a "magic" - yet they could play at
being magicians.

After the summer workshop was over, I set
off on my "Grand Tour" of New York State.
I took my experience ofthe previous six weeks
with me and I went on the road. t ttit nuffato
and headed for Hastings-on-the-Hudson which
was my fust school stop. Every school I visited
had a vibration isolation table and a laser. Not
all of them had a vast selection of optics, but
I was a travelling lab. I was equipped with
everything necessary for doing split and single
beam work - right down to the nearest pinhole!

I am aware, as are nany other holographers,
that holograms do not have to be made from
equipment which is entirely shop bought.
Therefore, with the exeption of a spatial filter,
one beam steering minor and a'crude VBS,
bought wittr the $750 budget from the SED, the
optics were improvised.

On my travels through the various school
districts, I was surprised by the resourcefrrlness
of schools. Every school had, somewhere,
somehting laying idle which could be used to
help make holograms. Kids from all academic

Hologram mode at the SUNY sununer school.

disciplines had different ideas for making all
hrds of images and many successfrrlly managed
to translate ttrese ideas into real holograms.

Throughout the time that I conducted the
workshops in the various schools, I became in-
creasingly aware of the wide ranging applica-
tions ofholography as an educational tool. The
most obvious being the way it manages to suc-
cessfully unify art and science, two subjects
which have traditionally been kept separate in
schools.

This is not so in New York State. Art teachers
and science teachers are now getting together
to think of mutually beneficial projects for their
students to persue. This is as a result of
their exposure to holography. In one school I
visited in Clarence NY, holography was being
taught as part of Art, Physics, Marketing and
Creative Writing, and the Biology teacher was
thinking of including it in his lessons too!

This is only one small example of the en-
thusiasm I encountered in the staff I worked
with. They canied their dedication all the way
to ttre point where I felt confrdent that they were
going to carry on with further projects in my
absence. At the end of each week in every
school, we set up an exhibition of the work that
the kids had completed during the week. In all
cases these were well publicised, which meant
a lot of children were exposed to holograms for
the first time in their lives. When they found
out that they too could "do it", they wanted to
start right away.
Working as an artist-in-residence in those

selected schools gave me a chance to be able
to begin to de-mystify holography. I was able

to show teachers and students alike that it was
quite possible for them to make good quality
holograms.

The great thing holography has going for it
in education is its ability to cross artificial sub-
ject boundaries and interest ilre whole spectrum
ofpeople. Perhaps, for some, the very univer-
sality of holography is an important lesson
itself.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Susan Cowles was edacated in Brininat the
Croydon College of Att & Design, Mid-
dlesex Polytechnic, where she was award-
ed an honours degree in three-dimensional
design, andthe Royal College of An, where
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PRACTICAL HINT
FROM

CHRIS IAN,IBBRT
It is generally recomrnended that
front-surface mirrors be used for
reflecting light beams in
holography. This is to avoid un-
wanted fringes that would result
from the interference ofthe two
reflections from a back-silvered
mirror. Chris Lambert of Laza
Holograms has a tip for using
such mirrors successfully to
record high quality holograms.
His solution is to use a polarisa-
tion perpendicular to the plane of
incidence, i.e. p-polarisation, to
reduce the reflection from the
glass surface. The ideal angle of
incidence is the Brewster angle
(56 degrees) at which point the
reflected light is minimum.

Lambert uses a back-silvered
minor 24" in diameter and ll4'
thick which he purchased for l0
from a local glazier. This is held
3 feet above a steel table top, and
is nearly horizontal, so that any
sideways movement of the mirror
has little effect on the interference

fringes. When ppolarised light
was shone onto the mirror, only
low contrast, widely spaced
fringes could be seen. The set-up
was used to record transmission
bleached master holograms,
which were in turn used to record
secondary reflection holograms.
No noticeable effects were
observed on the reflection copies.
The obvious advantages ofusing
a back-silvered minor are the low
cost ofthe mirrors, and the ease
ofcleaning the surface - Lambert
recommends Windolene! The
disadvantage is that a severe
restriction is placed on the recor-
ding geometry by the Brewster
angle requirement.

Lambert also uses such mirrors
for illuminating the object in
recording the Hl. This time, the
fringes can be eliminated by
spraying the front with a light coat
of matt varnish. This diffuses the
light just enough to get rid of the
unsightly fringes.

PROMOTIONAL
PRESIDEI\T

Leon Jay, director of Premium
Technology Ltd, a British com-
pany concerned with using
holograms to add value to every-
day products, has recently been
made president of the British Pro-
motional Merchandising Associa-
tion. Mr Jay had been involved
with the BPMA for some time
before he became involved with
holograms but his use of
holograms is very much related to
his new position.

The BPMA is an organization
of companies who provide promo
tional items bearing corPorate
logos. Premium Technology pro-
vides such items with the added

interest that the products are in
some way holographic. Examples
of these items include
paperweights, watches, ashtrays
and calculators all adorned with
holographic motifs and the clients
company name. In June the
BPMA awarded Premium
Technology a prize for the 'Best

New Promotional Product' for a
calculator with coins
holographically embedded inside.

As well as selling promotional
items, Premium Technology have
been breaking into the retail
market by selling display systems
and holograms to retail outlets.

PEOPLE

Nancy Gorglione's mubicolour refelaion composite-'Woman a.s Mu.sic',

FRUITFUL
CHERRY

Nancy Gorglione and Greg
Cherry, of the Cherry Optical
Company in California, are cur-
rently developing a prototyPe
holographic stage set through their
non-profit organization, Laser
Affiliates.

The stage set, entitled E4zrs
Underwater, will feature large-
format transmission and reflection
holograms designed as a free-
standing environmental installa-
tion. Sequenced white and laser
lighting provides multiple imag-
ing of the holograms.

Funded by a grant from the
California Arts Council, Equus
Underwater is intended to
familiarize theatrical artists and
organizations with the current
technology ofholography and its
potential applications within the
performing arts.

The stage set will be exhibited
in non-profit theatres in Califor-

nia from February l4th 1988.
Greg Cherry and Nancy
Gorglione's work can also be seen
at the 3-D Copy Factory, a new
holography gallery which was
opened in Los Angeles in
December by Rick Pearce.

The thirty holographic pieces in
the opening exhibition include
oneof-a-kind large format reflec-
tion composites (by Nancy),
multicolour limited edition
holograms by both artists, and
Cherry Optical's best selling open
edition holograms.

The new gallery features 1800
square feet of exhibition space in
prime retail art area of Los
Angeles County. The Cherry Op-
tical exhibit will run until
February 1988. The 3-D Copy
Factory is located at 13218
Washington Blvd, Venice,
California. Telephone (+l) 213
301 6613.
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JULIET RIX
RESIGNS

The newly elected editor of Real
buge,the newsletterof the Royal
Photographic Socrety Holography
Group, has resigned. Juliet Rix
resigned due to pressure of work
hte last year before she was able
to prduce her first issue.

Her resignation followed a
series of other problems for the
prblication, which was due to
rwive a facelift this year. A Lnn-
don company with strong
holographic linls had offered to
fimd a new, more glossy version

of Real lrnage but, to the dismay
of the Holography Group, the
RPS comminee wift responsibili-
ty for the group rejected the plan.

After this disappointment and
Rix's resignation, former editor
Graham Saxby agreed to bring out
one more issue of the publication
in the existing format. For the
future, the group is considering
changing the publication to a
smaller newsletter format,
although no final plans have yet
been made.

LLOYD
LEAYES

Scott Lloyd, Director of Educa-
tional Services at the Museum of
Holography in New York, is to
leave the museum at the end of
January. After five years, he is
leaving to set up his own business,
called Holo graphic Educational
Programs and Products in which
he will continue his work in
educating young people about
holography.

To start with, Lloyd will be do-
ing similar work to that he did at
the museum. This will include lec-
tures, demonstrations, and con-
sulancy work in schools, wittr the
aim of making students more
holographically literate. But
Lloyd has more ambitious plans
forthe new company which would
make holography simpler and
morc accessible to schools all over
the country.

He would like to design and sell "
holographic equipment, especially
optics, which are rhore
lighnveight, portable, and easy to
use than can be bought at the mo-
ment. He also has plans to do
make educational progammes on
video tape which he would

distribute through the State
Education Departments all over
the US. Consultancy by video
would be his next move.

Lloyd gave in his notice to the
museum at the beginning of
January and, though due to leave
at the end of January, he has
agreed to continue lecturing until
a replacement can be found. He
hopes to have the new venture up
and running by the end of
February.

SAM & DAN
MOVE

Sam Morde and Dan Schweitzer
of the New York Holographic
Labs moved to new premises in
January. They can be reached at
PO Box 20391, Tomkin Square,
New York, NY 10009, and their
address in New York is 176 East
3rd Street. Their phone number is
still (+l) (212\ 242-9774.

PEOPLE

CALENDAR

Until March 13th
The Museum of Holography in
New York is showing an exhibi-
tron on Califu mian Holograplry,
organised by Nancy Gorglione.
The exhibition includes, among
others, works by Lloyd Cross,
Bob Hess, John Kaufman,
ADD, Greg Cherry and Nancy
Gorglione. For opening times,
etc. phone (+ D QID n5 0526.

Until February 28th
John Kaufman's fifth one man
show continues at Holos Gallery
in San Francisco (see review
page}O). For more ffinnation,
contact the gallery on (+l)
(415) 861 0234.

January 27th - April 10th
The Zamana Gallery in London
presents holograms and
photographs taken by Tom Ang
while travelling overland to
China on The Silk Rood. For
details of opening times, etc. call
(01) 584 6612/3 (international
+44 I 584 6r2t3).

January 3fth - March l2th
Toronto's Interference Fringe
Hologram Gallery exhibis work
by Mary Harman entitled
Reconstructiow. This collection
of mixed media holographic
works includes a number of
pieces based on the Magritte il-
lusions. For further details, the
gallery can be reached on (+ l)
(416) 535 2323.

January 31st - February 5th
SPIE presents Medical Imaging
11at Newport Beach, California.
For information call (+ l) (206)
676 3920.

February 9th
Royal Photographic Society
Holography Group Meeting,
Inndon. David Reed talks about
the role of holographic design
consultancy, in connection with
his work at Holographics (UK)
Ltd. See page 30 for time and
location.

March 8th
Royal Photographic Society
Holography Group meeting,
London. Annual General
Meeting to be held at 6pm. At
7.30pm Peter Miller and
Dominic Welby will be talkng
about their work at Laser
Lightworks. See page 30 for
location.

March l9th - April30th
Phil l ippe Boissonnet's
holograms of sculptures of the
figure, in relation to paintings
and drawings, are shown at the
Interference Fringe Hologram
Gallery, Toronto. For more
details, phone (*l) (416) 535
2323.

April l2th
Royal Photographic Society
Holography Group meeting,
lnndon. Speaker to be announc-
ed. For details of how to get
more information, see page 30.

May l0th
Royal Photographic Society
Holography Group meeting,
Inndon. The group has been in-
vited to visit Light Fantastic at
the Trocadero. Meeting to take
place at  7.30pm at  the
Trocadero, Coventry Street,
Piccadilly Circus, London WIV
7FE. For more information
about the group, see page 30.
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SECURITY

McGrew questions security value of holograms at Swiss conference

COUNTERING
COUNTERFEITING

bv David Pizzanelli

Since American Bank Note first supplied Mastercard and Visa with security holograms to
protect credit cards against counterfeiting, over a billion security holograms have been
produced, and not one instance of criminal counterfeiting of a security hologram has been
ieported. A new type of hologram, the,kinegram, was introduced at the International
Symposium on Security Optical Systems in Zurich, Switzerland, held in October of last
yi".. ttr" kinegram was devised to allow the high level of security afforded by ordinary
irolograms to be applied to almost any item at low cost. However, a difference of opinion
emerged later in the conference when it was claimed that a determined forger would be
able to copy kinegrams or any other holograms.

Dr Jean-Frederick Moser of LGZ (Landis &
Gyr, Zug AG), Swiuerland presented a paper
entitled The Kinegram, A New High Secuiry
Optically Vaiable Device. In 1976,landis and
Gyr had succeeded in embossing holograms
directly on printed banknote paper. The
technique was in close compatibility with the
copper plate technique; a scaling down of the
intaglio or etched plate print process towards
light-diffracting dimensions, in other words, a
true hologram printing technique where the
copperplate role was taken over by a nickel
matrix.

Unfortunately, this system meant that the
embossed hologram was uncovered leaving
the diffracting microprofile exposed to "external
interaction". The crumpling, soiling and
abrasion tests which are applied to paper
currency to simulate the abuses banknotes suffer
in the outside world, "were too severe for the
device to survive". So, the kinegram, with its
profile protected by a cover varnish, was
devised to meet the stringent criteria of Orell
Fiissli, the Swiss banknote manufacturer

Kinegrams are "computer-generated
diffractive micro-structures", their images
expand, contract or rotate as the kinegrams are
tilted, hence the name. By means of a special
projector, delegates to the conferenbe were
shown a number of kinegram images projected
onto a screen like slides, the images changing
as the projectionist pivoted ttre samples by hand.
In this way Dr Moser demonstrated how the
images in a kinegram are built up from very
basic gratings into amazingly complex and
beautiful kinetic patterns, like those generated

Counterfeit copy of the new 'Mastercard'

hologram, which is in use in the United States.

on a Guilloche machine and used on banknotes.
Because they are formed of simple gratings,

kinegrams stand up to considerable punishment,
unlike embossed rainbow holograms with three-
dimensional images based on the associative
superposition of wavelets. This point will be
appreciated by anyone who has seen their
embossed hologram ruined simply by being
stuck down on an uneven or textured surface.
In terms of cost, the kinegrams are clearly
something of a luxury item, but Dr Moser was

at pains to point out that the "added value"
conferred by the kinegram would be greater
still. Monetics, the division of Landis & Gyr
marketing the kinegram, are seeking
approximately l|Vo of the production cost of
the banknote. In Britain, banknotes cost 1.804
pence for the year ending February 1985, the
US dollar note cost 2.5 cents and the Canadian
dollar about 1.5 cents, so with a production rate
of between 6 and 9 billion notes per year made
in the US alone, Landis & Gyr Monetics can
look forward to a tidy sum.

Later, in his paper, Cotmtermeasures Against
Hologram Counterfeiting, Steve McGrew
stunned delegates with his opening words,
"Holograms offer almost no . security in
themselves: ihey are extremely easy to
counterfeit". Already, non-security holograms
made by Light Impressions have been
counterfeited in Taiwan, he explained, and went
on to give detailed descriptions of methods
which he thought might be used to make copies
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Counterfeit copy of old 'Mastercard' hologram shown next to 'real' hologram on credit card.

of security holograms. Although several were
surprised by these remark, no-one contradicted
him at the end of the session.

McGrew went on to describe new techniques
which could be applied to holograms and OVDs
(Optical Variable Devices) to make them less
vulnerable to copying. However, his remarks
on hologram and, more especially, kinegram
c0pying fuelled heated discussion for the rest
of the symposium.

In his turn, Dr David Greenaway of Applied
Holographics Embossed Ltd stressed how
diffrcult it was to make holograms. From the
recording process carried out on a laser table,
to the electroforming steps needed to produce
embossing shims, and then to the embossing and
finishing operations needed to produce a
finished product. The chain of steps is long and
the attention to detail is essential ifa high quality
product is to be achieved. The very length and
complexity of the production operation was in
itself, he felt, a significant contribution to the
security available from an embossed hologram.

Dr Greenaway gave an example of trademark
protection in connection with the Swiss watch
industry. Inferior imitations of well known
brands of Swiss watches were being produced
in the Far-East, and to tackle this problem, W
Bl<jsch AG decided to incorporate a holographic
logo as an integral part ofthe watchface. The

logo is not an embossed hologram, but an actual
metallic electroform obtained from an original
relief hologram.

On the success of holography as a security
medium, Dr Greenaway noted that: "In my
previous position with Landis & Gyr we
launched tens of millions of embossed pre-
payment telephone cards into the public domain
and no forged cards which had been used
publicly ever landed on my desk".

Simon Brown of Applied Holographics gave
a paper entitled Holographic Technology as a
Potential Security Feature (Film and Roll) in
which he pointed out that multicolour reflection
holograms offer a relatively high degree of
security. As Jeff Blyth has pointed out, this
particularly true if the multicolour effect is
achieved by treating the emulsion of the
hologram before exposure and then treating the
surface again prior to subsequent exposures,
rather than differential treatment of separate
areas ofthe emulsion surface after one exposure
only. By the multiple exposure method, the
different hologram images lock at different
relative colours, no matter how the emulsion
is then manipulated in terms of shrinkage or
swelling.

Simon Brown raised some eyebrows with his
suggestion that reflection holograms could be
diced up into tiny pieces and mixed in with raw

paper pulp to make a new kind of security
paper, "To incorporate the holograms in the
paper, the emulsion will need to be stripped
from the carrier base. This is achievable and
would give a truly unique product". Brown has
taken the step of protecting his truly unique
product with a patent application, just in case.

Nick Phillips of Loughborough University
was unable to give his paper in person, but it
was presented in his absence. Entitled
Holography-Optical Physics or Optical Magic
it detailed his belief in holography as a powerful
display medium: "The shock of the sight of a
flat picture which looks three-dimensional
remains with the viewer almost as
fundamentally as a trauma from childhood."

His paper presented a review of the history
of holography starting in the l9th century,
suggesting that Gabriel Lippmann, "may well
have observed holographi-c effects in the course
of his experiments (in 1891) but was probably
unable to interpret such observations correctly. "

Also of interest was his remark that, "The
Gabor in-line hologram is not really a hologram
at all but... at best a diffractive shadowgram,
albeit replayable by the use of a reference
wave." The debate as to the validity of Denis
Gabor's hologram is central to the disputes over
the 'Grandlady' patents which are raging in the
United States at the moment, and any
undermining of Gabor's achievement would do
much to strengthen the case that Leith and
Upatnieks were the first to invent what might
properly be termed a hologram. Were such a
case to be proved, it would radically effect the
position of those wishing to make security
holograms in the US.

ABOUT THE AATHOR

David Piaanelli has worked for See 3
(Holograms) Ltd in London since /983. He
and his company have been involved with
many security projecn, especially bank
cards, for which they originated the
holograms.

They have nine of their origirwtions on the
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Through BPCC Uhracard Ltd, a company
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done jobs for Westpak and the Bank of
Scotland. They have also done bank cards
for the HFC Bank and Hill Samuel.

Other jobs include one for a client from
Taiwan, through Banrose Security Print,
and a tamper-evident holographic seal for
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Holographics. See 3 hnve workedwithboth
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REVIEW

JOHN KAUFMAN
AT HOLOS GALLERY

Review er-Bruc e Goldb erg

In the last issue of Holographics International we briefly previewed Kaufman's exhibition in
San Francisco. Here, our reviewer examines the collection in detail and expresses his opinion on its

artistic merit.
he exhibition of holograms by John
Kaufman, on view at Holos Gallery in
San Francisco, California, unti l

February 28th, proves beyond a shadow of a
doubt that holography has reached a point where
it can be effectively used as a full-colour
medium.

During holography's formative years, the
problem of colour control consumed many
researchers who generally attacked the problem
through the use of multiple lasers of different
wavelenghs (colours). The resultant hologram
actually contained a separate holographic recor-
ding (fringe pattern) for each colour to be

Carpenter Squnres-John Kaufnnn I 986

displayed. Besides the great expense of multi-
ple lasers (usually high powered Argon or
Krypton and a Helium-Neon), this technique
was limited by the fact that each fringe pattern
was of a slightly different scale and therefore
shrank to a different degree when dried. This
resulted in poor registration between the various
colours.

John Kaufman, along with Lon Moore and
others in Northern California, perfected a dif-
ferent technique which requires only a single
laser. This approach involves the use ofswell-
ing agents, (sometimes just water) to swell the
emulsion before each exposure. Each exposure
is made onto an emulsion swelled to a different
degree and this results in fringe patterns of dif-
ferent scales which produce different colours.
Since there are still multiple fringe patterns,
registration may still be a problem with some
subject matter, but the fact that the process in-
volves only a single laser and that the manipula-
tion ofthe fringe spacing is an integral, rather
than incidental, part of the technique, means
that it has much greater artistic potential.

All this is by way of introduction to the
superb collection of multi-colour images pro-
duced using the pre-swelling technique by its
premier advocate John Kaufman. These are
surely the most refined colour holograms I have
seen to date, displaying a range and subtlety
which has apparently escaped all others. The
excessive saturation or dimness which has
plagued past efforts is gone (although the
medium still tends to favour bright colours over
muted tones).

Carpenter Squares shows deep blue and
yellow steel rules against a red background
which fades smoothly to blue at the top of the
frame. This kind of colour scheme was unheard
of in holography just a few years ago and here
it is presented in a controlled, articulate man-
ner. Clearly the period in which Kaufman was
experimenting with the pre-swelling technique

are gone and we have finally reached the stage
at which the experiments are primarily
aesthetic, not technical.

Rcfte combines Kauftnan's good colour sense
with more spatial conception than some of his
other pieces. Here, bright red and green leaves
dance at the end ofan upturned rake. There is
a sensitively chosen pliry of forms between the
leaves and the rake, which seem almost to
define a musical score as we watch.

In Wild Ferns, a complexly mottled
backdrop demonstrates Kaufman's mastery of
the medium. Few holographers have been able
to achieve the soft, organic look that is evident
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REVIEW

bre; the look of damp earth, suggesting nature,
rcnewal... Some of Ruben Nungz's work comes
b mind, but it is less clarified and resolved.

The two pieces entitled Pier and Pier - Col-
anr Variation are further evidence of the level
of sophistication Kaufrnan has reached in his
oolour experiments. I do believe that this level
of control and sophistication in colour
holography is unprecedented. Subtle blendings
rnd shadings can no longer be thought to go
beyond the medium's capabilities.

Hinged Rockis the only really obvious multi-
ple exposure hologram in this group. This piece
dcmonstrates the interpenetration of three-
dimensional forms that began to fascinate ar-
tists during the Cubist era and which continues
o this day in the work of may sculptors as well
r holographers. It is fitting that this concern
might fade as an issue for holographers as
previously unattainable issues (colour) are
bmught under control.

Two Colour Split Rockis further evidence of
fre control and mature pallette which has been
anained here, but the most lyrical piece in the
slrow is Duo Donne, a beautifully chosen and
rendered combination of forms in orange,
ultrablue and green. Formally, this piece is
reminiscent of Henry Moore sculpture. ln terms
of colour, it is unmistakably Kaufman.

About the only criticism I might have relates
not to any particular work, but rather to the
overall presentation, which is excessively

Rake-John Kaufrnan I 986

uniform. In previous shows, Kaufman has
presented at least a few transmission holograms.
Clearly, he is more comfortable in the reflec-
tion mode. However the overall look of the

gallery is slightly monotonous, especially in
view ofthe fact that all the pieces are basically
the same size. A little more variety in the
presentation would have been welcomed.

None of this detracts from the work in ques-
tion, however. Kaufman's earlier shows make
sense as both technical and formal exercises,
but in this exhibition he has moved beyond these
to more purely aesthetic concerns, a move
which bodes well for holography.

ABOUT THE AATHOR

Bruce Goldberg has been involyed in
holographyfor elevmyears now. He snned
learning how to mal<e holograms from Sam
Moree and Dan Schweitzer in 1976, and
went on to follow Moree as the artist in
residence at the Museum of Holography in
New York.

In 1977 he worked with the pulse ruby
laser at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory. He is presently on the Board
of Directors of the IT4SER Ans Sociery in
San Francisco.

Goldberg gradunted from the Sarah
Lawrence College in Broraville, NY, with
a degree in modern an history and
architecture,

PRACTICAL HOLOGRAPHY
by Graham Saxby, published by hentice-Hall

Rev i ew e r-kv eh B arnr gan

ost books on holography fall into one
of two categories-academic and
practical. The 'academic' books

generally concentrate on theory and application,
and gloss over the practical details of making
holograms. The'practical' books, on the other
hand, contain'hands-on' advice, but generally
do not give the reader a sound understanding
of the principles involved, and hence limit the
potential creativity of the holographer. What is
needed by the ambitious holographer is a book
that combines the two approaches, ahd Saxby
has attempted to produce just such a book.

There is no doubt that this book contains far
more information than any other on the market
for the holographer, and most of it seems to be
well researched. The first six chapters of the
book are grouped as the 'principles of
holography'. Clear diagrams accompany the

text to describe the different types of holognms.
In most cases the author has taken care to draw
the image produced by a hologram or an op-
tical system in the correct'sense', i.e. mirror-
reversed or upside-down-this is rare in both
'practical' and 'academic' books!

The second part of the book-chapters 7
through Z2-deal with 'practical display
holography', and comprehensively cover the
'nltty-gritty' of setting up and recording
holograms, from the details of making an isola-
tion table to optical recording geometries.
Again, on the whole the diagrams are clear and
accurate. Many references are given, although
these are, in general, to more 'popular' publica-
tions, and may be limiting for the serious
student.

Chapters 23 through 25 review the (mainly
nondisplay) applications ofholography, and a

number of references have been given. The
book contains l2 appendices including
background mathematics, processing formulae,
optical fibres, fringe stabilization, laser safe-
ty, and useful lists of equipment manufacturers.

The book is attractively produced, and con-
tains a large number of colour photographs ex-
emplifying the different techniques covered.
There are two holograms contained in the
book-an embossed hologram of a live kitten
is adhered to the cover (somewhat difficult to
see), and a film reflection hologram is stuck in-
side the book.

Apart from minor errors, perhaps the only
serious omission from this book is any explana-
tion of the beam used in recording-one of
the most important variables. Saxby relates the
beam ratio to the linearity curve ofthe recor-
ding medium, but in practise this applies only
to thin amplitude holograms with small in-
terference angles. In any case, all bleached
holograms are inherently nonlinear. The
crucial factor that affects image quality in pic-
torial holography is, in fact, intermodulation
noise.

Saxby has must be congratulate.d for gather-
ing such a large amount of information together,
much of it unpublished before. The book is
highly recommended for the practicing
holographer, and for the academic who occa-
sionally feels the urge to make an impressive
hologram.
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IMAGE BLURRING II\
DISPLAY HOLOGRAPHY

(AND HOW TO REDUCE IT)

by Andrew Ward

ne of the most common defects in

display holograms is blurring of the
image. This is usually undesirable and

is something which we would like to reduce.

How can this be done? Is blurring caused by

a problem with the way the hologram was

reiorded, or by a problem with the way it is

replayed? The answer to this is the latter: blur-

ring is caused almost entirely by inadequacies
in the light source to replay the hologram. Ex-

planation follows.
First, it is very important to appreciate the

difference between holography and

photography in this respect' A photograph is

i 2-dimensional recording of an image formed

bv a lens. and so can be blurred from the start;

when you look at a photograph the sharpness

of the image is not affected by the light source

used to illuminate it. The situation is completely

reversed for a hologram, which is a recording

of an interference pattern, not an image' If the

interference pattern is bluned at recording, only
the brightness of the replay is affected, not the

sharpness. The sharpness ofthe image depends
on the direction of the waves diffracted by the

hologram, which is determined by the spatial

frequency of the recorded interference pattern,

andalso by the direction, size and wavelength

of the replay source. It is not possible to record

a hologram ofa bluned object. Ifany hologram

is illuminated with an ideal light source (ie' a

point source at the correct wavelength, angle

and distance), then the image will be pin sharp'
no matter how it was recorded. (Nearly: there

are limits if we start to look too close, but they

are beyond the resolution of human. vision.)

This is all very well, but an 'ideal' light

source means a laser, so we must accept that

display holograms need to be replayed with

cheaper, non-ideal light sources which have a

finite size and bandwidth (they may even be

white). So, is there anything that the creator of

the hologram can do to help? The answer is yes.

Most holographers know that the closer the

final image is to the plane of the hologram, the

sharper it will be; this is related to the size of

the replay light source. Most know that if a
white-light replay source is to be used, then
reflection holograms will normally give a much

sharper image than transmission holograms; this
is because the diffraction bandwidth of reflec-

tion holograms is normally much nanower than

that of transmission holograms' However, it is
not generally appreciated that the precise
geometry of the recording setup can have a

dramatic effect on the degree of blurring in

holograms replayed with white-light for both
reflection and transmission geometries. This is

because blurring is caused by angular disper-
sion of the various wavelength components as

they are diffracted by the hologram, and the
degree of dispersion depends on the angles bet-
ween the hologram plate, the reference beam
and the object beam.

The primary cause of bluning in white-light
holograms is the finite size of the light source;
the effect of this will be described first. Disper-
sion is the second major cause of blurring in
whiteJight reflection display holograms and
be reduced by adjusting the recording
geometry, as will be described in detail in the
next issue of Holographics International.
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Plate t-Hologram replayed using a perfect source: fibered mercury lamp.



LAB.NOTES

Plate 2-Hologran replayed using a rel.atively large source: a tungsten bulb.

Surrce-size Blurring

At the recording stage of a display hologram,
the signal beam can be considered to be an ar-
ray ofspherical waves radiating away from each
point on the surface of the object. All of these
interfere with the reference wave to form a vast
srperimposed anay of holographic lenses or
ooncave mirrors in the hologram

At replay, each of these lenses or mirrors dif-
fract some ofthe light from the rdplay source
into what should be a perfect spherical wave
which appears to originate from the position of
the original object point. In fact, each
holographic lens or mirror will form a diminish-
ed image of the light source, in much the same
way as a conventional lens or,concave mirror
would, and the final image is actually a vast ar-
ray ofimages ofthe replay source. Ifthe source
is anything bigger than a point then the image
will be bluned.

The amount ofbluning depends on the angle
subtended by the source at the surface ofthe
hologram, and on the effective focal lengths of
the individual holographic lenses or minors.
Figure I illustrates this for the images of only
trvo object points.

Source-size bluning can be reduced in three
ways:

l) Use a smaller replay source and remove
any optics which increase its angular size.

2) Move the source further from the
hologram to rcduce its angular size. (Deviating
from the correct reference source distance will
not normally cause any noticeable distortion of

the image.)
3) Keq object points as c.lose to the hologram

as possible at recording to shorten the focal
lengttn of the fudividual holographic lenses/mir-
rors and so reduce the sizes of their images of
the replay source. The best condition is, of
course, achieved in a semi-real image copy
hologram; image points in the plane of the
hologram are not bluned at all.

The first and second of these measures will
of course also reduce the brightness of the
replay beam at the hologram; this is an in-
evitable consequence of real whiteJight
sources: they must have a finite size to have
a useful brightness.

Light Sources

The next best replay source to a laser is a high-
pressue mercury or xenon arc lamp, which will
give excellent results with transmission
holograms if a nanow-band filter is used. Their
spectral characteristics can make them tricky
to use for reflection holograms, and the tubes

Hologram of two
point obitrts

Extended
9Urce

Angle subtended by
source at hologram

Ob$Md angulil Hur
ol image point

Figure I

and power supplies are quiie expensive, so they
are not often used. Plate I is a photograph of
a test reflection hologram replayed with a
filtered mercury lamp; the quality is not much
worse than replaying with a laser. (The image
is lOOrnm behind the hologram plate.) For com-
parison, Plate 2 is of the same hologram
replayed with a tungsten light bulb at 2m.

The next best continuous spectrum lamp
suitable for reflection holograms is a metal-
halide arc lamp without any optics; these are
very bright'and very small but still expensive
and not generally used, except for street
lighting.

Next are quartz-halogen filament lamps.
These have good compact filaments (especial-
ly the lower voltage ones) and are very cheap.
Problems, however, arise from the optics put
around them to increase the illumination inten-
sity. Doing this inevitably increases their
angular size and also often gives very poor
uniformity of illumination. The best way to use
these lamps is sideways to the hologram with
no reflector or lens, when they can be quite
close to the hologram to keep the brightness up.
A spherical reflector can be added next to in-
crease the brightness, as long as it is of high
quality and conectly positioned (with the fila-
ment at the centre of curvature). Commercial
lamps of this sort are often very poor in this
respect, particularly if ttrc lamp is mounted end-
on. Display floodlights with rippled orparabolic'
reflectors and lenses are to be avoided at all
costs!

The best compromise between angular size
and intensity is a good quality quartz-halogen
slide projector fitted with a glass reflector,
aspheric condensers, and a projection lens.
These have the added advantage of providing
very uniform illumination by the action of the
projection lens, as well as allowing sharp-
bordering. The only disadvantage of quartz-
halogen lamps is the need for a bulky and heavy
transformer which must be close to the lamp
because of the high currents flowing at low
voltage. Projectors with mains-voltage lamps
are very inferior; their filaments are too big.
Direct sunlight, despite popular belief, is ac-
tually not as good as a slide projector. The ap-
proximate angular sizes of the various light
sources are listed below for comparison.

l00W mercury/xenon arc lamp at 2m disance: 0.015 degrees.
l2V 50W Quaru-halogen bulb at lm: 0.25x0.04 degrees.
l00W Quartz-halogen slide projector at 2m: 0.3 degrees.
Direct sunlight: 0.53 degrees.
Tungsten bulb at 2m: 1.5 degrees.

Andrew Ward is a member of the Optical
Holography Group in the Department of
Engineeing Science at thc University of Oxford.

Next Issue: Andrew Ward hoks at how to
clunge recording geometr! to prevent dhper-
sion blaning.
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REMOTELY INTERESTING
ne of the most widely used industrial
applications of holography is checking
engineered components for deforma-

tions and analyzing vibrations. To apply these
techniques in cases where access to the com-
ponents is limited, a system of taking holograms
remotely is needed. Such systems are already
being developed for use in the nuclear industry.

Britain's Central Elecnicity Generating Board
has thirteen nuclear power stations, and has
developed the capability to take holograms in
radioactive locations. These have included
holograms of nuclear fuel elements, of vibrating
structures such as gas-ducts and bellows, and
of components in reactor cores.

To check for deformations in fuel elements,
measurements are taken from the holograrn (a
process known as hologrammetry) and com-
pared with the original dimensions at the time
of manufacture, or with a reference hologram
taken earlier. To make these measurements a
reconstructed real image must be created from
the hologram, and the CEGB team has suc-
cessfirlly demonstrated this. For vibrating com-
ponents in, for example, the reactor's boiler,
pulse holography is used to detect deformations
using holographic interferometry.

To make these holograms, the CEGB's
holographers have developed a compact
holocamera. It consists ofa transportable laser
unit. which remains outside the radioactive
area, and a remole head unit, which is compact
and robust so that it can be placed near the ob'
ject using a remote manipulator. The two units
are connected by means ofa flexible, 45ft (l4m)
long series of optical relays.

The head has a 4x5 inch (100x120 mm) film
cassette which contains sufficient filn for 80
holograms before refilling. It is equipped wittt
a TV camera and several photodetectors to

enable the unitto be align€d and tlrc correctex-
posure determined by the operator stationed at
the laser unit. The group believes that it is the
most compact system of its kind in use
anywhere in the world.

Initially the holocamera used two separate
beam relay tubes to transfer the subject and
reference beams from the laser unit to the
remote head. However, a new system which
combines the two b€ams in a single relay has
now been develo@. This works by polarising
the beams in different planes, combining them
to pass through the relay, then separating them
again using polarisen.

To make holograms inside the core of a reac-
tor, the remote head was lowered down one of
the tubes, through which fuel is insertd and
removed, into fte region immediately above the
core. Here the radiation field is intense and the
ternperahre was above 1(X) degees Centigrade,
even though the reactor was shutdown. The
laser unit and the operaton re,main inthe above
core area, which is heavily shielded to creale
a safe working environment.

Inserting and positioning the rcmote head in
the reactor took about 30 minutes, and since
the holographic fitn can survive in the intense
radiation with only minimal fogging for at least

Corrdruen on pge 30

The CEGB's Magrcx nuclear power station at Oldhury-on-Severn near Bristol, England

I

Design of a holocamera
for permanent installation
in a nuclear fuel store

Motorised slide

Reference beam

Subiect beam

Motorised slide

Lead shielding
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olography is innovative and
exciting - it makes a lasting impression.
So it is vital to be sure that your hologram
creat€s the right impression

Ught lnpressions offer an unrivalled
service in the design and production of
embossed holograms. Having invented
he 2D/3D hologram, and leading the
commercial development of new
concepts such as the stereogram, we are
ideally placed to advise customerc on the

sate-of-the-an and its profitable
application.

Our cornmiunent to research into
holography ensures that otr customen
are the first to benefit from nevrr ideas
and technical innovations. Otr e>rpertise
in holography, applications scienie and
technology transfer guarantees a level of
quaity which is bound to impress.

Light Impressions a permanent
impression in the world of holography.
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Cherry Optical Company
Mastering &
Origination

Finest Quality
at the Most

Reasonable Prices

Cherry Optical Company
P.O. Box 326

Forestville, CA 95436
(7071823-7171

Nancy Gorglione and Gregory Cherry in the laboratory.



MOVIES

Holographic movies bring a fourth dimension to holography -time!

HOLOGRAPHY
il\

HOLLYWOOD?
he concept of moving, three dimensional
images remains to most people a figment
of a science fiction writers imagination.

It might surprise them to leam that it has already
been eleven years since the first holographic
movie was made.

The principle for holographic movies is the
same as for those in two dimensions: a series
of still holograms, presented in rapid enough
succession, gives the impression of a moving
image.

The credit for the first film goes to Professor
Victor Komar, a Soviet scientist. In 1976, he
successfully put into practice the ideas which
had been presented in a scientific paper eleven
years before. Professor Komar used eight ruby
lasers each producing one image per second,
and combined the results to give a film speed
of eight images per second. The finished film
could be shown on a scre€n to up to four peo-
ple at a time.

The next major step forward came five years
later, in 1981. In the United States, Arthur
Decker used a single YAG laser to produce
twenty images per second with low energy
pulses. Like Komar's, his film was only seventy
millimetres wide so that only very small scenes
could be recorded.

In 1983, the first holographic movie filmed
in Western Europe was produced at the Institut
FrancoAllemand de recherches de Saint-Inuis
(ISL) by Paul Smigielski, Hubert Fagot and
F6lix Albe. A small scene, Holotratz, was
recorded using YAG laser pulses at the un-
precedented rate of24 images per pecond, on
35mm film. However, cin6holography for its
own sake was not the aim-it das envisaged as
a tool by which physical phenomena could be
observed in four dimensions: space and time'
In particular, holographic film could be used
in such potentially useful areas as the study of
deformation in structures and materials,
vaporisation of aerosols and similar processes.

Masks-Alexander 1986

Industries such as aviation should be able to use
holographic movies as a method of non-
destructive testing.

A new technique being developed at the ISL
was especially well suited to such applications.
Optical interferometry allows the measurement
of deformations on a scale of thousandths of
millimetres, and its use in cin6holography was
novel and effective. The method requires a dou-
ble exposure of each frame to the laser, with
the time benveen the two exposures varying ac-
cording to the process being observed and the
required sensitivity. The interference fringes
thus formed show any deformation or displace-
ment of the object being filmed. The next few
films made at the ISL used this principle to
record processes of the sort that scientific

research and various industries might find
useful; they included Holocrdne and
Holoparleur (1985), the first sequences ever to
be filmed in this way.

Hobcrhne, produced in collaboration with
the odontologic service of the University of
Rennes, typified possible medical
applications-it was a study of the tiny
movements of a bald human head. The time in-
terval between exposures in this case was 10
milliseconds. The industrial applications film-
used at even smaller time intervals: 4
milliseconds for Holoparleurwhich showed the
membrane of a loudspeaker vibrating at low fre-
quency. Ten interferograms were made per se-
cond, with the film being moved intermittent-
ly rather than continuously as for other types
of holographic movie. Holofrein (1986) used
a sti l l  smaller t ime interval-50
microseconds-in showing the effect of press-
ing a brake-shoe against a rotating disc. This
kind of holographic movie proves especially
useful when non-destructive, real-time testing
systems are required, notably for the
maintenance ofaircraft. Indeed the ISL are at
present working on such a system for the Air-
bus, an application in which the quantity ofdata
needed is so great that the movie is the most
efficient way of collectiitg it.

Meanwhile, work on the more usual types of
cin6holography was continuing, and in 1985
Holomobile and Chistiane et les Holobulles,
showing a woman blowing bubbles, appeared'
These two short sequences were the first to be
produced on 126mm film, using a YAG laser
at25Hz. This was also the year in which Paul
Smigielski, now head of the Optics department
of ISL, and his co-workers were awarded a
number of prizes in recognition of their earlier
work. Among the awards were the Grand Prix
lnternational du Futur, and the Gaumont medal,
awarded by the Soci6t6 pour I'Encouragement
de I'Industrie Nationale (founded by Napoleon
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MOVIES

Bonaparte in l80l). The laner distinction had
been awarded nearly a century earlier to the
Lumibre brothers for the invention of the
cin6matograph.

The technique as it is now canied out at the
ISL depends on a classical split-beam layout
wi0r one beam illuminating the plate directly,
and the other being reflected offthe object. A
YAG laser is used, producing 25 pulses per se-
cond ofhighly coherent green light. Each pulse
lasts 15 nanoseconds and has an energy of50
to 100 rnillijoules. The camera is synchronis-
ed with the laser pulses but keeps the l26mm
film moving continuously. This film is of very
high resolution. Once it has been processed it
can be viewed, using an argon laser for il-
lumination, through a window lcm high by
l0cm wide.

It was this technique which British-Australian
artist and sculptor Alexander found extremely
resrictive during ttre production of the fint fic-
tion holographic movie, La Belle et la BAft
(1986). The movie, with a running time of one
minute twenty seconds, was one of the longest
of its time and was the result of the collabora-
tion of Smigielski, Fagot and Albe with Anne-
Marie Christakis of the Musei de I'Holographie
de Paris, Alexander and his wife Danielle.

Most frustrating was the cramped set, limited
by the volume which could be recorded on film.
Besides this, the high power of the laser meant
that the acton would have been blinded had ttrey
looked closer than a certain angle into its beam.

These restrictions prompted Alexander to in-
vestigate other ways of making holographic
movies. He drew on the experience gained by
working wiilr Ausralian scientist Dr Hariharan,
a short holography course at Goldsmith's Col-
lege, Inndon and his familiarity wittr ttre techni-
ques of wave, pulse, continuous-wave-transftr-
from-pulse and integral stereogram holography.

Integral stereogram, or multiplex, holograms
seemed most promising and Alexander adapted
the technique to suit moving films, He divided
each frame ofthe film into vertical strips, each
successive strip being a hologram ofa picture
taken slightly further round the subject.
Although the pictures are two dirnensional, the
viewer's eyes pick out stereo pairs, forming a
3D image.

The pictures can be taken with an ordinary
35mm camera, avoiding dfficulties in using liv-
ing subjects which could be harmed by laser
light, The image size can also be altered easily
and, as an additional feature, movement or
replacement ofsubject can be introduced in each
picture. This is seen by a viewer who moves
from one edge of the hologram to the other.

By the end of 1986, Alexander had made his
first film with this method. Masl<s ranat twen-
ty five frames a second for over three minutes,
The film was very simple, showing rotating
heads of people, masks and models; but it in-
cluded three dissolves, other subject changes
being revealed as the heads rotated. Only nrenty
or so people can watch Masla at once as the

film is about twenty five cm square. However,
the restrictions played a positive rdle in the
development of the movie. Alexander com-
mented: "The limitations of the process prompt
scenarios I would never have thought of
before." He added that he was "very pleased"
with the result.

His next holographic movie developed the
method further. Taking as his subject Tfte
Dream, Alexander filmed the actors and the
background separately and combined them on
alternate strips on every frame. He was thus
able to move their relative positions and adjust
sizes easily. Up to four actors appeared in each
frame: the film ran at fiftv frames a second for

Chistiane et les Holobulles-ISL 1985

eight minutes.
"I am learning to sculpt with the medium,"

explained Alexander enthusiastically. "New
things are happening each time I make a movie.
Nobody knows these things exist-they are un-
folding each time."

At the beginning of December 1987, Alex-
ander started filming his third multiplex movie.
The movie, whose title is being kept "under
wraps", will run at twenty five frames a se-
cond since he discovered that a rate of fifty a

second was unnecessarily high. Alexander's
method has progressed so much since making
Maslrs that the new film will include an outdoor
scene, movement will be natural and (perhaps
most striking of all), the image will appear 'in

the air' in front of the frlm.
Although he has considered constructing a

copier so that his films can be seen in different
parts ofthe world at once, Alexander said he
was more concerned with producing works of
art. "Apart from very imporant sculpture com-
missions, which take up about half my time,' '

he said, "my greatest interest is in making more
holograms and holographic movies."

The commercial potential of holographic
movies is a question approached by Paul
Smigielski and Alexander from very different
points of view.

For Smigielski the use of classical techniques
is the limiting factor for holographic movies at
present. With such a small film size, a scene
of only ten cubic metres can be filmed, with
two actors at a time. And this is for a film with
only one colour. Iftwo or more colours are re-
quired, as Paul Smigielski pointed out with a
rueful laugh, things get more complicated. A
white light reconstruction would require a film
larger than the object. However, he sees
possibilities for filming larger scenes by using
optics to reduce the images to a suitable size
for the film.

This still leaves the problem of viewing the
film, as projecting it onto a screen tends to lose
the three-dimensional effect. Attempts at pro-
ducing holographic screens have not been suc-
cessful as yet.The present method, by which
the viewer looks through the continuously mov-
ing film, could be adapted to allow larger
numbers of people to view it at one time. But
this would necessitate a frlm lm high by lOm
wide, being moved from one side of a room to
the other. This would have the intriguing side-
effect that people on the left would see different
images from the people on the right. If film
makers could exploit this characteristic the
results should be interesting.

Alexander, on the other hand, sees the restric-
tions of technique as less of a problem. In his
opinion, holographic films will be the cinema
of the twenty first century. At present, copy-
ing processes do not exist and holograms cur-
rently produced are too small, but these
obstacles could be overcome in the forseeable
future. He also predicted that full colour movies
would be developed.

The difference of opinion seems to stem from
the different techniques being exploited.
However, a lot depends on the attitudes ofthose
involved. The future of the holographic movie
as an artistic medium will be determined by
what the individual artist makes of it. One ttring
seems certain, however: the technique will have
a valuable rdle to play in science and industry.

Pippa Salnon
Kanala Sen
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DENNIS GABOR:
INEI\TING OTR FUTT]RE

--

Dennis Gabor worked as an engineer, inventor, and scientist for years before holography

made him famous in the early sixties. Here, Sunny Bains takes a look at Gabor before

holography made his name and, using many of his own words, tries to give a flavour of what

the man was reallY like.

subscribed to all of the popular scientihc jour-
nals. Through the family, Dennis learned to
speak good German, French and English, as
well as his native Hungarian.

At school he was often bored by the work,
which he found too easy, and was unpopular
with teachers. He went on to the Technical
University of Budapest to study mechanical
engineering. He did well there, but left in his
third year after he was called up by the
Hungarian government for military service.
Because of his dislike of the government, he
instead moved to the Technische Hochschule
in Berlin where he registered in the electrical
engineering department. This he found largely
uninspiring:

Though still at its height at the time, I could
not call the TH Berlin an ideal instintion. There
were far too many sndents and there was hardly
any contact between students and teachers. It
was a sort of slot machine into which one had
to throw no end ofmachine designs, essays and
papers and out came a diploma in the end' But
it certainly msde one get used to hard work!
My real education, and the memory which I
cherish most at thnt time, was the Physical Col'
loquium at the University, every Tuesday, and
the unforgettable seminar on Statistical
Mechanics which I had under Einstein's
guidance in 1921-22.

Gabor finished his first degree in 1924 and
went on to complete a Dr-Ing in 1927 . He then
joined the Physics Laboratory at Siemens but
when Hitler came to power and his contract was
not renewed, he returned to Hungary where he
worked on the development of a plasma lamp.

In 1934, through Edward Allibone, who was
to become a lifelong friend, he came to Britain.
For 15 years he worked for the British Thomas

Houston Company, and in 1936 he manied his
wife, Marjorie Butler, with whom he 'lived

happily ever after.' His work at BTH was, to
begin with, Iargely based on the development
of the plasma lamp. When this project was
eventually found to be unworkable, he was
given a staff position at the company. With the
onset of the war he found himself very restricted
in his potential fields of research as he was
classed an 'enemy alien' by the British govern-
ment. For this reason he was not allowed to take
part in any project even vaguely involved with
defence. He nevertheless decided to pursue his
own research on the detection ofairplanes us-
ing the heat from their engines and an infrared
detecting screen but, when the military found
out about it, the project was taken over and he
was prevented from working on it further.

In 1938, after the advent oftelevision, a wor-
ried cinema-chain owner persuaded BTH to
develop some way of projecting cinema pictures
in 3-D. Gabor patented his ideas in 1940 and
towards the end of his time at BTH managed
to develop a stereoscopic projection technique.
Meanwhile, in the Soviet Union, where a
similar system was also being developed, a

",,,unlike man! scientists,
Gabor .rras no philistine,,,"
stereo theatre was set up in Moscow. Dennis,
however, realised that this type of system was
fundamentally limited. He comrnented:

Only the Russians could be so disciplined to
sit so still.

Unlike many scientists, Gabor was no
philistine. Indeed, he was a voracious reader,
was interested in art and music, and enjoyed
singing. More importantly, he was extremely
concerned about the direction mankind was tak-
ing, and the role scientists had to play in its pro-
gress. In 1941 he wrote, in a paper called 'The

Dennis Gabor was born in Hungary at the turn
ofthe century into a strong engineering fami-
ly. although his father never went to universi-
ty. From an early age the combination of Den-
nis' own intellect and the education provided
by his father, Bertalan, gave him more
knowledge of physics and mathematics than his
teachers. He and his two brothers were given

all the books and laboratory equipment they
needed to excel in both the experimental and
theoretical sides of physics. The family
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Revival of Utopia':
Tlw pious Darwin md Hwley were complae-

Iy wwware of the ffias of their ideas and
witings, and coul.d have protested in good faith
that the 'Origin of Species' and even the
'Descendence of Mut' had nothing to do with
class warfare. But this is the fate of all sowers
of ideas. Tlw Encyclopidistes couW lwve as well

".,,Gabor lrras insistent that
he was an engineer,,,"

protested their innocence in the French Revolu-
tion. The authors ofideas are traditionally in-
competent in judging their ffias, but curious-
Iy enough, their enemies, usually people with
incomparably lesser intelligence, have a very
fine instinct for it.

Also in 1941, he prepared 'a kind of Hip-
pocratic Oath' for ex- members of the Associa-
tion of Scientific Workers who had resigned
over concern that science should not be abus-
ed. It offered advice on how scientists could best
e4uip themselves to play a full part in society.
The relevance of this document became most
evident after the first atom bomb was dropped
on Japan. Later he wrote:

Iwell rememberwiting those tenpoints and
I still subscibe to them; we anticipated by rtve
years the shock-wave which hit physicists after
Hiroshimn when they felt they had to take a
stand in a worW which hnd become too
dangerous by their own work.

ln 1947 , Gabor was trying to solve the pro-
blem of aberrations in lenses in electron
microscopy. He had the idea of recording the
phase information of a beam of light on an in-
tensity sensitive plate by interfering it with a
reference beam from the same source, and then
replaying it by passing light through the
photographed image. By mid-1948 he had pro-
ved that his theory could work in practise.

At the end of 1948, Gabor moved to knperial
College in Inndon where he had been appointed
Reader in Electron Physics. In 1956 he wrote
that the preceding 6-7 years had been the hap-
piest of his scientific career.

Eric Ash, now rector of Imperial College,
was the first student Gabor supervised for a
PhD. He wrote of Gabor:

There was no daubt annngst his sndents tlwt
Gabor shouldwinthe Nobel Prizefor something
- we debated just what it might be. Nor was this
a symptom of hero worship of which we were
largely inrncmt. We couW ossess the trugnitude
of the intellect but found it harder to discern
the direaion.

This is, perhaps, hardly surprising. In this
period he designed an interference microscope,
started experimental work in plasma oscillations
and did pioneering work in communication
theory.

Throughout his life, Gabor was insistent that
he was an engineer and inventor, rather than

HOLOGRAPHIC S. I NTERNATIONAL

a scientist. Perhaps is surprising, then, that he
did not always like to work with engineers:

My expeience with engineering students is
that one in two is completely unfit for research,
and the other nkes a year before he gets go-
ing. For this reason I am nking bn a young
physicist; their starting time is less, but of
course there is always the possibility of gening
a dud.

When doing experimental work, he tended
to design an experiment and then let the
research assistants and students get on with it.
This left him free to go into his office to write,
or rather to typewrite, using his infamous 'hunt

and peck' technique.
Communication between Gabor and the

students was sometimes difficult. He often
found it difficult to get down to the level of the
students when trying to explain some idea. Eric
Ash wrote:

Holographics Internat ional acknowledges the assistance given

by lmperial College Archives while researching this article. The

copy. ight lor this art ic le is held by lmperial  Col lege Archives,
and no reprints of any kind may be made without their  express
permission.

Dennis Gabor and his cathode
oscillograph-Berlin, I 97.

His lecture courses... seemcd memorable but
hardly capable of assimilation - at least, until
the realization dawned that they were not so
much lectures but nwster classes. It was
necessory to 'htow'the subjea before atten-
ding these occasions; but then the expeience
was ernrmously worthwhile - prwiding bah the
long histoical view as well as insight in depth
and generality.

In 1954, he collaborated with his brother on
a paper called 'The Mathematical Theory of
Freedom'. Though published in the United
States, the political climate at that time meant
that the subject matter was out of favour. Gabor
explains:

I enclose, with my kindest regards, a paper
which I wrote in my spare time over the last
two years with my brother Andr6, who is a lec-
turer in economics at the Universiry of Not-
tingham, and a fellow of the Statistical Socie-
ty. The idea of measuring freedom came, of
course, from communication theory. It was Irn
to write something outside physics and
engineering, and trying to put a little common
sense into this subject which has become so
hopelessly confused. I thought also that this
wouldbe a good opportunity to ga afellowship
of some son for my brother, to visit the US. But
there we had a surprise. I sent the paper in
manuscript form to Dr lilarren Weaver, the
Director ofthe Rockerfeller foundntion, and to
Dr Roben Hutchings, director of the Ford
Trust. In both cases there was an immediate
negative reply; sorry, it is very interesting but
we cannot do anything just now! It is very sad
that freedom studies have now become a
dangerous and suspea business in the States.
I am afraid thet not only McCanhy must take
the blame for this, but also the nuclear scien-
tists.

",,,rn 1963 .,, Gabor's place
in history :r.as secured,,,"
In 1956 Gabor went back to Germany for a

visit. Of his trip he wrote:
This was my first visit to Germany since 1933,

and it was almost a triumphal entry. I was the
guest of Gdningen Universiry and of the Max
Phnck Institute, to whom I gave a lecture on
information theory and physics. They gave a
dinner in my honour where I sat between Otto
Hahn and Heisenberg, who treated me with
more than polite courtesy. These good Ger-
mans, whom nobody could ever accuse of
nnzism, are pathaically l<em on making ammds
for the others.

Between 1952 and 1958, Gabor worked on
another of his pet projects, the thin TV tube
which could be used for both monochrome and
colour. The experimental work was, in fact,
successful, but his invention was never taken
up since the cathode ray tube had been shorten-

Continueil overleaf
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Continued from previous Page
ed by this time. In 1956, however, the Sunday
Times found out about the research and printed
an article on the subject. Gabor was concerned
for his reputation and wrote to Allibone, who
was now head of the Associated Electrical In-
dustries (AEI) research labs at Aldermaston:

You may have seen in yesterday's Sunday
Times a short anicle 'New W set will hang on
wall', mentioning that I am developing such a
tube. I want you to know that I neither inspired
this article nor authoised it. Presumably it has
been released by the National Research
Development Corporation, perhnps in the hqpe
that the Bitish valve manufacturers would pick
up their ears. For my part I am rather concem-
ed about the anicle, as it could be read as self-
adverrisement, which can only be hcrmful to
me. I wanted to let you know, in case you have
an opportunity to rectify false impressions.

Dennis was appointed to a personal Chair of
Applied Electron Physics at Imperial College
in 1958. His inaugural lecture entitled E/ec-
tronic Inventions and their Impact on Civiliza-
tior eventually became the book Inventing the
Future.

In 1958 he started working on a project in-
volving thermo-nuclear fusion, but illness in-
tervened in 1961 when thrombosis-phlebitis of
the legs sent him to hospital. He was forced to
withdraw from the project, but recovered.

ln 1962 the AEI research facility at Alder-
maston closed down. To a journalist from the
Financial Times he wrote:

In fact your personal worries are now part
of a very sinister development, Do you know
that ICI are closing down their fundamental
research at Welwyn, and Counaulds are also
shuning down fundamental research? I am
afraid what is happening is nothing less than
the end of what can really be called research
in industry in this country. It is a catastrophic
development. When I came to this country 29
years ago and noticed the primitive state of in-
dustrial research as compared with that in Ger-
many, I thought, as most people did, that it
would be dffirent in a generation, when the
people who had themselves done research when
they were young would have risen to high
nnnagement posts. Just the opposite has hap-
pened, it is not the research man who has
replaced the bluffold production engineer, but
the acbountant.

From 1963, when Leith and Upatnieks ap-
plied lasers to holography, Gabor's place in
history was secured. When in l97l he won the
Nobel Prize, Upatnieks sent the first telegram
congratulating him, and in1972 Leith wrote as
part of the introduction to the Nobel Lecture
printed in the proceedings of.the IEEE:

While Nobel awards are given for specific
achievemcnts, it nonetheless seems fitting that
the recipients of science's highest award should
be truly intellecnnl giants inthe broadest sense.
On all scores, Dennis Gabor is wonhy of this
award.

HOLOGRAPHIC S. INTERNATIONAL

Continued trom page 24
two hours, bright high resolution holograms
were obtained using this equipment.

An exiting new prospect for this work is the
possibility of a permanent holographic system
installed in a dry store for used nuclear fuel.
The CEGB is likely to build such a store for
its Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor fuel, where
the fuel elements will be transferred after a
penod ofunderwater storage during which their
radioactivity has reduced sufficiently for dry
storage.

The CEGB's holographers have produced a
design and working laboratory models for such
a system. All fuel elements arriving at the plant
would automatically have a hologram taken of
them, which would enable their condition to be
assOssed. This would involve taking thousands
of l0x8 inch (250x200 mm) holograms every
y e a r .

The system would be built into the concrete
wall of a cell or cave within which the fuel
elements would be handled remotely. The laser

unit (a pulsed ruby laser) would be on the out-
side, fully accessible for maintenance. The sub-
ject and reference beams would pass through
a connecting duct in the cave wall to the head
section. Holographic plates would be inserted
and removed in a motorised casseffe, which
would be changed on the outside of the cell.

The financial incentive for such a system is
certainly there. Fuel which is not exhausted can
be identified, so that it can be replaced in the
reactor. Alternatively, damaged fuel elements
can be spotted and given special handling to
avoid contaminating areas of the store and to
reduce radiation exposure to operators.

As a next step, the team would produce a pro-
totype to allow further trials of the system to
be canied out. The funding of further work on
the idea now depends, however, on the CEGB
making a firm decision on whether to go ahead
and build the dry fuel store. A decision is ex-
pected in the first half of this year.

Martin Taylor

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
THE HOTOGRAPHY GROUP OF THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF

GREAT BRITAIN
The RPS Holography Group is a forum for all holographers, whether they are con-
cerned with art, science or commerce. The Group's activities include informal
meetings, formal symposia, and a newsletter. lt is possible to gain the Associate
and Fellowship distinctions of the Royal Photographic Society as a holographer, En-
quir ies about membership should be addressed to: CJ Kocher,  Holography Group
Secretary, Department of Photography, Salisbury College of Art, Southampton Rd,
Salisbury, Wilts. Tel: 107221 23711. Ext 275.

Informal meetings take place at 7.30pm on the second tuesday of each month,
excluding June, July,  August and September, at :  The Chal loner Club, 61 Pont St,
London SW3. There is a nominal charge ol f2lor non-RPS members (f 1 for students).
Speakers are solicited, particularly visiting holographers from overseas. lf you would
l ike to speak, please contact:  Graham Tunnadine, Holography Group Meetings
Secretary,46 Calthorpe St,  London WC1.

Tel:  (011278 1572 (weekends),  or (0794) 41229 (week dafs),
For details of speakers at forthcoming meetings, see 'Calendar' on page 17.

University of Oxford
Department of Engineering Science

Research Assistant Post

Applications are invited for a SERC supported post in the Optical Holography Group.
The group's work spans grating formation, assessment and application in a wide variety
of materials. Well equipped optical facilities exist. The applicant should have either a PhI)
or equivalent research experience, preferably in the field of optics. The post is available
for up to three years: salary on the RAIA scale (starting in the range €9,305 to 112,03t.

Applications with C.V. and names and addresses of two referees should be sent by
February 22nd to Dr L Solymar, Department of Engineering Science, Parks Road, Ox-
ford, OXI 3PJ, from whom further particulars may be obtained (Oxford 273110\,
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THIRD DIMENSION LIMITED

e,to\ttJ %
Third Dimension produces high quolity silver holide film hologroms,
in reflection ond tronsmission, We pride ourselves on the quolity of
our products ond the service we provide to our customers; which
include:

Fobulous stock ronge + retoil disploy system

Custom mode hologroms + full project supporl service

Continuous wove ond in house pulse originotion

Copying focility for volume runs

Publishing for ortists

Portroits (UK only)

Third Dimension Ltd
4 Wellington Pork Estote
Woterloo Rood
London
NW2 7JW
0,r 208 0788
Telex 88'1327'l GECOMS G

Third Dimension Ltd
'1855 Chorter Lone
Suite C, Loncoster
Pennsylvonnio ,1760,1
USA
717 393 6400

Telex 88{327'l GECOMS G
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LOOK AROUNDTHE CORNER.
In 198O Agfa Holotest was responsible for an
international break-through in brilliance and
sharpness. ln 1986 triacetate film with the best
optical quality was introduced.
Agfa Holotest. For know-hoW and experience.

AGFA-GEVAERT Ltd. NDT Diagnostic lmaging Systems,
27 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex, TW8 gAX
Telephone: O'l-560 21 31
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igh quality holograms require that the
recording set-up be completely still
during exposure. More accurately, that

the fringes being recorded be still so that the
highest fringe contast and hence ttre highest dif-
fraction effrciency can be achieved. When ex-
posure times are particulariy long, even the best
vibration isolation systems can falter. The
answer is, of course, active fringe stabilization
(or fringe locking). A couple of interesting
papers are about to appear in the literature
which are particularly relevant to photoresist
and dichromated gelatin recording, in which
cases exposures can be very long. (This is,
strictly speaking, a 'preview' rather than a
'review'!) To put the new work into
perspective, I shall first describe briefly some
of the methods that have been used up to now
for fringe stabilization.

The simplest method of locking the fringes
is simply to magnify the fringes formed by the
interference of the beams, using a highpower
microscope objective. A small sensitive detector
is then placed behind the recording plate, so that
it can only see a fraction ofone fringe. Ifany
fringe movement occurs, then the reading on
the detector changes. This change in reading
can be used to change the length of one of the
paths so that fringe movement is cancelled. The
normal way to do this is to feed the detector
reading into an electronic circuit which drives
a mirror mounted on a piezoelectric crystal or
a loudspeaker cone (l). Ifthe whole system is
arranged in a closed servo loop, then the
movement of the fringe is continually monitored
and corrected. This is called a negative feedback
loop, because any change in the output
(movement of fringe) results in an input
(movement of the mirror) which tends to cancel
the original movement.

What are the disadvantages of this method?
Well, the amount of light that is used to conhol
the servo loop is very small indeed, because it
constitutes a tiny fraction of the total light
illuminating ttre recording plate. Consequently,
expensive and cumbersome amphrying systems
such as photo multipliers have to be used to
detect the fringe movements, and to produce
a fast response. Also, the detecting unit itself
must be carefully mounted so that it does not
vibrate while driving the servo. As the inter-
beam angle increases, decreasing the fringe
spacing, the method may not work at all. To
increase the light available to the detector, we
need to use a larger area of the fringe paftern.
This was accomplished by MacQuigg (2).

In MacQuigg's system, a normal exposure
is first made in the system that is to be used.

LITERATURE.REVIEW

FRINGE LOCKING
PREVIEW

The hologram is processed, and replaced in its
original position. When the two interfering
beams are shone onto the hologram, they result
in a broad moir6 pattern which is formed
between the hologram fringes and the realtime
fringes produced by the interfering beams. A
small movement in one of the optical paths now
results in the movement of large, bright fringes
across the hologram. Although the sensitivity
of the system is as high as if not higher than
before, this time we are adding the light
intensity from a large area of the hologram, and
so we can use less sensitive photodetectors and
still get a fast feedback control. Furthermore,
small movements of the detector are this time

before processing. In the new method, the faint
interference pattern recorded in the first few
seconds of the exposure are used to interfere
with the ryal-time fringes, and the moird pattdrn
produced is used as in the previous technique
to lock the fringes. The advantage of this
technique is that no hologram need be made
before recording the main hologram. It is
amazing that fringes of such low contrast can
be used for this technique - the authors claim
that the fully recorded, unprocessed holograms
have a diffraction efficiency of the order of
0.008%.

The technique described can only be used
with recording media that exhibit a significant
real-time effect, such as photoresist and
dichromated gelatin. The latent image produced
in photographic materials is so slight that it
cannot be detected until the emulsion is
processed. The technique has the potential of
becoming routine in long exposure holograms
that are recorded, for example, as masters for
embossing.

Beams

\

lnterfering

Figure I: Using real-time recorded fringes for fringe locking.

unimportant. l€t's look at the disadvantages of
using this type of moir6 pattern for feedback
control: well, the process is now longer
because a hologram must first be made in the
system and must be replaced accurately. Most
people wouldn't want to do this every time.

We can now take a look at the recent work
that has been going on in this area. Frejlich et
al (3) and Cescato et al (4) have taken the moir€
approach a step furtherto make it more conve-
nient to use routinely with recording materials
such as a photoresist and dichromated geletin.
When these materials are exposed to an in-
terference pattern, a small change in their
refractive index takes place in the area ofhigh
light intensity. This change is quite small and
must be amplified by subsequent processing to
produce a bright holographic image. Even so,
a low intensity image can be seen if the holo.
grams arc placed in a strong reconstuction beam

References:
(l) DB Neununn et al, 'Improvernent of Record-
ed Holographic Finges by Feedback Control',
Applied Optics, vol 6, p1097 (I%7).

(2) DR Macfuigg, 'Hologram Finge Stabiliu-
tion Methd', Applid Optics, vol 16, p291 Q97/).

(3) J Frejlich a aL, 'Arulysk of an Adive Stabiku-
tion system for a holographic serup', to be
published in Applied Optics. Prepints available
fron J Frejlich, UNICAtrIP, Instituto de Fisica,
cp 6165, Campirus-SP 13081, Brazil.

(4) L Cescao a al, 'Stobilized Hologrqhic Recor-
dtng using the Residual Real-time Effect in a
Positive Plutoresist', Optics lztters, vol 12, p982
(r987).

Kaveh Bazargan
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We hope you have found this issue of Holographics Internatiorul informative and interesting.

ln furure issues we will continue to cover artistic, scientific and commercial uses of holography

and-to took at the people who are researching into, mnrLcting and making holograms. We will

be focusing on companies anl institutions all over the world where some of the most interesting

work is going on and putting the importance of this work into perspective.

In every issue we will be featuring technical articles, news of the latest scientific developmenn

and independent reviews, with guest writers from all over the world, w well a our comprehensive

section of holography news.
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GLOBAL Il\/|AGES
#1400-509 Madison Ave.

New York, NY 10q22, (2'12) 759-8606

Tefex 269134 SUITE UR, Fax7587a23

GLOBAL will work with companies in

developing embossed manulacturing facil i t ies

through the purchase of technology and

equipment .  This  inc ludes:

. COATING PHOTO.RESIST PLATES

. SHOOTINGTHE MASTER HOLOGRAM
i ELECTRO.FORMING THE MASTER
I EMBOSSING AND APPLICATION SYSTEMS
I FULLTRAINING

lN[.

EMBOSSING
HOT STAMPING

MARKETING

HOLOGRAPHY BY  TOM CVETKOVICH

21734-3rd Ave.

Langley,  8.C.,  Canada V3A 7R2
(604) s33-3472

Handles custom orders for all types

of holograms produced. Now offers one

ol the world's f inest selection

of stock holograms, including:

a FtLM 4X5/8X10/30X40/M',S
. SELECT DICHROMATE AND PHOTOPOLYMER IMAGES
r INTEGFALS-STEREOGRAMS
i COMPUTERGENERATED
I EMBOSSED

GLOBAL  i s  t he  exc l us i ve  ope ra to r  o f  t he  Ho log raph i c  Bou t i que

fo r  t he  t r ave l l i ng  Canad ian  exh ib i t i on  " lMAGEg f t  f  tUe  AND SPACE"




